Ergo Grip
By Tony Gimmellie
I am a creature of habit and once I get use to using a certain product it’s hard to convince me that I
should change what isn’t broken. After my years in the Marine Corps and using multiple rifles
with the standard hard plastic pistol grips it was hard to convince me to spend money on
something else but the standard grip, or that a different grip actually made a difference. Well once
again I learned later then sooner that I was wrong.
Most people have heard of Ergo grip out of Edgewood, NM, and right off the bat they think that
the only thing that Ergo makes, are pistol grips from AR style rifles. Well that can’t be anything
further from the truth. Ergo grips product line stretches much further and wider then most people
could ever imagine.
Ergo makes a variety of screw on replacement pistol panels, rail covers, flashlight mounts, sling
adaptors, bipod adaptors, precut grip tape and a lot of other great products to enhance your
shooting needs. Ergo Grip offers their products in a multitude of colors to match or highlight your
weapons systems. I was shocked at all the products they offer. I knew I wouldn’t be able to list
them all so I will go ahead and recommend that you go ahead and take a look at there web site
www.ergogrips.net . You will find a complete list of everything you may want or need.
When you add one of Ergo Grips ergonomic enhanced pistol grips to your rifle and use it, you will
be kicking yourself for not doing it sooner. You quickly realize the comfort of the soft grip and
your ability to hold and control your rifle when your hands are sweaty or wet due to the slim lined
contour and soft material. When its cold outside you will notice that the pistol grip doesn’t get as
cold as a standard pistol grip which then sucks the heat out of your warm hand causing a
weakening grip. This is accomplished by the textured finger grooves and the integral rear upper
extension that supports the web of your hand. This grip is also plugged to keep dirt and debris out
of the grip.
I am currently using Ergo Suregrip pistol grips, rail conversions and quick attach sling attachments
on all of my carbine rifles for 3 gun competition. Ergo’s quick attach sling adaptor allows me to
quickly add or remove my Vickers combat sling from my shotgun and carbine’s as needed. When
not using my rifle rails you will find them covered up with Ergo LowPro Rail Covers. On my
McCree rifle stock that is chambered in 6.5 Creedmoor, I use a modified Tactical Deluxe
Ambidextrous Suregrip from Ergo. This grip is a much needed modification to this stock for me,
which adds to the stocks comfort and gives me a enhanced grip and control on this weapons
system.

